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Let’s start with our Logo.  
It’s one of our most valuable assets and defines what the Encrypted 
Web is all about: a cryptography resource that can help take users 
deeper than just the tip of the iceberg. Use it consistently and ef-
fectively and it will get the right message across. 

Logo 01 is our primary logo and will spend the most time in the 
spotlight. For situations where a horizontal version is required, 
Logo 02 can step in.  

01 Logo - Vertical 
This logo is our primary logo and should be used 
for most print and online applications.

02 Logo - Horizontal
This logo is our secondary logo and should only be used 
for long horizontal format situations like websites, billboards  
and online banners.

03 Asymmetry
Our logo is asymmetrical. More importantly, the tip of the 
iceberg at the top and bottom are not along the center-line of 
the logo. This makes sense visually (icebergs don’t have perfect
symmetry) but it may tempt you to center-align the logo based
on the iceberg tip rather than the true center. Be sure to make 
use of the alignment tools available to you in design software. 
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Other Marks. 
Like many other brands, our logo has several versions to 
cover a wide range of needs. We have four alternate ver-
sions that are approved for use - each comes in 3 additional 
2-color options. 

01 Logo - Vertical Web URL 
This solution is used for print purposes where we want to 
direct people to our website. 

02 Logo - Horizontal
Our secondary logo should be used for long-format 
applications such as online banners (ex: 728 x 90).

03 Logo - no Text 
This solution is used as an accent or teaser element. 

04 Logo - Vertical no Text no Binary Numbers
For rare occassion accents when the logo siize needs to be 
small and the numbers just create too much noise.  

Color Options
• 2 -Color: EW Light Blue and EW Dark Blue
• 2-Color: EW Medium Blue and EW Dark Blue
• Black and White. 

01
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A few do’s and don’ts. 
Our logo is open to trying on some different styles and exploring 
unique environments, but doesn’t appreciate being pushed too far
out of its comfort zone. Here are a few guidelines about how not to 
take our logo out into the world. 

01 Do give the logo breathing room
For more detailed guidance, see page 15  on whitespace. 

02 Do match colors to the environment
If there is an established color theme, use the logo that works 
best in the environment.

03 Do make the logo peek when necessary
For PowerPoint templates and branded documents, it is
okay to let the logo peek out from behind the scenes. The 
one rule here is to make sure the logo is grounded by a line
beneath the mark and that some of the lower portion of the
iceberg (with the binary text) is visible. 

03
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05 Don’t use the logo over clashing colors
Since our logo and most variants are blue, you’ll want
 to avoid red, as it makes the logo vibrate. 

06 Don’t use the logo over busy images
This is a standard guidelinetrue with any logo, but 
especially for ours since we use graphics with our 
brand color scheme over stock-photos. 

07 Don’t go diagonal
Diago-NO NO NO.
 
08 Don’t put a drop-shadow behind the logo
Disgusting. Hideous.  Vulgar.

09 Don’t taste the rainbow
At least don’t do it while modifying our logo. We have 
a good selection of color alternatives to meet our needs. 
Just leave the color adjustment tools alone. 

05 0706

0908
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Who’s got a typeface?  
We do! And it’s important that we use ours properly. 
Why? Because a key component of brand consistency is 
using our fonts, well, consistently. And so, without further 
ado, allow us to introduce Carbon, Roboto and Open Sans.

Carbon is geometric sans-serif font that belongs to the 
T26 Digital Type Foundry. There are roughly 7 versions of 
the font available, but Carbon Regular (All Caps) has been 
used exclusively for the logo’s type treatment.

Roboto is a neo-grotesque sans-serif typeface developed 
by Google as the system font for Android and has since 
gained tremendous popularity as a clean, modern and 
web-friendly font. With 12 versions, it offers great flexibili-
ty for a wide range of typographic needs. 

Open Sans is a humanist sans-serif font and among the 
most popular Google fonts, due to its suitability for flat 
design minimalistic user-interfaces and flexibility with 10 
font versions. 

01 Carbon Regular - Logo Font
The geometric aspect of Carbon fits the very geometric design of the ice-
berg in our logo along with giving it a digital feel. Additionally, it’s a clean 
sans-serif font that works well with our other sans-serif fonts that we use. 
 
02 Roboto Black - Online Headlines
Roboto is condensed with narrow characters, which is ideal for headlines 
because it allows for the maximum number of characters on a line. Roboto 
Black has the greatest font weight, making it suitable for main headers, 
and contrasts well with the medium and bold forms of Roboto for lower 
hierarchy subheads. 

03 Roboto Medium - Online/Print Subheads & Emphasis
For our subheads, we need to carry over the bold from the headlines 
while tying to the look and feel of the body copy. Roboto Medium provides 
a good middle ground for providing body copy emphasis. 

04 Open Sans - Body Copy
Thin fonts are ideal for copy because their design provides a natural 
contrast to the heavier headline and subhead font weights 
defined above - ensuring good legibility and hierarchy on the page.
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Logo Font - Carbon Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

(.,:;?!$&@*)

0123456789Aa

Aa
Roboto Black - Online Headlines

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

(.,:;?!$&@*)

0123456789

Roboto Medium - Online Subheads

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

(.,:;?!$&@*)

0123456789Aa
Open Sans - Online Body 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

(.,:;?!$&@*)

0123456789
Aa
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But what if we can’t use Roboto or Open Sans?  
Sadly, Roboto, Open Sans and Carbon aren’t always readily avail-
able - at least without some inconvenience. One example is email 
blast templates via a third party resource like MailChimp. In these 
environments where it’s not safe to send in our main team, we 
need to call in some backup. 

Arial to the rescue! Already a default on both Mac and PCs and a 
friend to websites around the net, Arial is our go-to backup font. 
Arial has two states that should get us through the trenches with-
out deserting our brand standards. 

01 Arial Black
Perfect for main headings and emphasis points.  Initial caps is preferred. 

02 Arial Regular
To be used for all body content. For subhead applications, add color  to create a second tier hierarchy.
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Arial Black

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

(.,:;?!$&@*)

0123456789
Aa
Arial Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

(.,:;?!$&@*)

0123456789Aa
01

02
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Seeing our typefaces in action! 

01 Business Card - Back
•  Logo - Carbon Regular 

02 Website
• Headline - Roboto Bold (with Medium Blue color)
• Subhead - Roboto Medium 
• Body Copy - Open Sans

02

01
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A note about white space.
When it comes to designing web pages, it’s critical to consider your sur-
roundings. A clear (and simple!) hierarchy within that space makes for a 
beautiful design. 

Margins
We recommend keeping a marging of 1 inch on all sides for most documents. It sounds like a lot, but keeping these 
wide margins guarantees white space around the content of the document, giving everything a more sophisticated 
feel. 

Typographic Hierarchy 
Remember to use the hierarchy described on previous pages. Headlines should be in Roboto Black,, and generally 
somewhere between 50 and 60px. Subheads should be in Roboto Medium, and are usually a bit smaller, like 24 pt.  

Tracking & Leading
Keep it simple. Headlines dont need to be tracked out much at all, as Black and Bold weights tend to do funky things 
the more the letters are spaced. As for subheads, you can open things up a bit more. Tracking can often be set to 100 
to 200.

As a general rule, a good starting point for leading should be a ratio of 1.25 to 1. For example, if you’re using 11 pt 
type, set the leading at around 14pt. This allows the copy to “breathe”; the text simply feels more purposeful in its 
design when spaced correctly.

Equal Space
Whether you’re designing around text elements, icons or photography, it is critical to give everything equal and 
proportionate space. For instance,by keeping equal space above an below an icon, the icon itself will feel centered in 
the space.
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Color Palette. 
Colors help define our personality. Just like us they’re cool and 
bold. And, just like us, some pairs go better together than others. 
Color is an accent - something to liven up the party. But go too 
far and you’ll find yourself with a jumbled mess. Here’s a guide to 
proper color pairings and assignments.

01 Our Primary Colors - PMS Solid Coated
These are the brand basics you’ll need in your pallette. Our dark grey 
and dark blue are there to ground the brightness of the medium and 
light blue. 

While our teal is present in the text of the primary logo,  we treat it 
more like an accent for other purposes.  One example application of 
it is as a lighter color for a gradient, but often our light blue can do 
the trick.
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EncryptedWeb Dk 
Blue
CMYK - 100/100/29/17
RBG - 40/37/103
HEX# - 282567

01

Primary Colors

EncryptedWeb Dk 
Grey 
CMYK - 72/66/65/71
RBG - 31/31/31
HEX# - 1F1F1F

EncryptedWeb Med 
Blue
CMYK - 73/41/0/0
RBG - 5/142/251
HEX# - 058EFB

EncryptedWeb Lt 
Blue
CMYK - 44/0/0/0
RBG - 130/212/247
HEX# - 82D4F7

EncryptedWeb 
Teal 
CMYK - 54/0/21/0
RBG - 109/202/206
HEX# - 6DCACE
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When & How to use the Medium Blue.
The Encrypted Web Medium Blue is our stand out color. While our 
other colors are cool with a balance of dark (our Dark Grey and 
Dark Blue) and light (our Light Blue and Teal), our medium blue is 
more vibrant. This makes it great for making elements pop, but we 
don’t want everything to pop, so it shouldn’t be all over the place. 
Use it in the right places, and it can attract attention to where you 
want it most. Here are a few examples of where it can be used 
effectively. 
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01 Iconography 
Icons can be tricky to get right because they are used 
to communicate ideas quickly with only a small and 
simple image. Giving the icons an attractive color 
makes them stand out more from the rest of the 
content so they’re easier for viewers to notice and 
process. As in the case on the left, these icons use a 
gradient that combines our medium blue with our 
dark blue which gives our simple icons some depth. 

02 Hovers and Emphasis
Our medium blue has better contrast against white 
and black or dark grey than any of our other colors. 
Higher contrast makes an element easier to read and 
easier to notice. As with the example on the left, it is 
used in our menu to make it very clear to users where 
they are on our website. Another application is for 
action elements such as buttons. 

03 Main Headings
Going along with the topic of high contrast, this also  
works well for heading items where we need a color 
that stands out against white backgrounds and black. 
text. Our medium blue does just the trick, but keep in 
mind that this isn’t under all circumstances. While it 
contrasts well while using large text size, you’ll want 
to avoid applying it to smaller text, as it will bleed into 
a white or dark background. 
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Gradients. 
As you may have noticed on the top of our logo, we make use of 
subtle gradients. Gradients can give graphics more depth and offer 
more flexibility and contrast than our very blue color pallete allows. 
Flexibility is great, but we aren’t looking to be gradient acrobats. 
Keep it subtle. Here are some guidelines on creating brand-friendly 
gradients.

01 Use Only Two (Brand) Colors
We  want to use gradients to create some depth to the background 
of graphics or sections of the site. Add too many colors and it ends up 
being a distracting eyesore. 

02 Choose Your Light Source 
The lighter color of a gradient can create the appearance of a light
source,  which can be pleasant if you put it in the right place. For
example, with very similar shades you can set the transition in the 
middle, but with a light an dark color combo, try placing the light 
color in the top left and transitioning to the dark color at 20%. 

03 Be Mindful of Text Contrast 
If you are putting a gradient background behind text, make sure
both gradient colors have enough contrast with all text colors 
used (including links!). 
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Encrypted Web Encrypted Web

01

02

03
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Vector Graphics. 
Encrypted Web’s primary goal is take complex themes and processes, 
then simplify them in way that anyone can understand. The Encrypted 
Web suite of vector graphics each represent these complex processses, 
so don’t reach for those generic stock photos just yet! These graph-
ics sport gradients of our primary brand colors. It may help to know 
what each of them represents.

01 Graphic - Digital Signatures 

02 Graphic - Data Encryption and Tokenization 

03 Graphic - Authentication 

04 Graphic - Key Management
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Iconography.
For any company operating in the technology industry, icons are a criti-
cal tool. They allow brands to educate, and communicate with consum-
ers and end-users in an efficient way. Our icon suite is built into our very 
own Web-theme, Salient. We advise using the following settings when 
adding an icon:

Library:  Iconsmind primarily. If desired icon is unavailable, use FontAwesome.

Icon Style: Border Only (with hover animation if it contains a hyperlink)

Icon Border Thickness: 2px

Icon Color: Color Gradient 1

Icon Border Thickness: 2px

Icon Padding:  25px for main content elements, 20px in subsections. 

01 Icon on white background example
25px padding and a pale blue background color to distinguish from the white 
page.

02 Icon on dark background example
20px padding and white background.
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